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Abstract 
A study was conducted to synthesize nano zinc oxide (nZnO) using ball milling technique to incorporate 

in poultry feed as alternative to other forms of ZnO. The synthesized nZnO was characterized by particle 

size analysis, zeta potential, X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Fourier Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy 

(FTIR) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The particle size analyser and transmission 

electron microscope were used to analyse the size, shape and particle size distribution of the 

nanoparticles. The particle size and zeta potential of synthesised nZnO was 88.3 nm and -26.9, 

respectively. XRD result showed the peaks corresponded to the zinc oxide and the average particle size 

analysed by Scherrer’s formula was 26.42 nm. The identity of functional group and chemical bonding of 

nZnO unveiled by FTIR technique. TEM revealed the particle size and shape of nZnO was 24.02 nm and 

hexagonal, respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that the synthesized product of nZnO can be used in 

the poultry feed to lower the dose and optimize the production performance of chicken. 

 

Keywords: Ball milling technique, characterization, nano zinc oxide, TEM, XRD, FTIR 

 

1. Introduction 

Zinc is the essential mineral involved in the antioxidant defence mechanism, boost immune 

function and growth performance of poultry. Zinc is involved in the intermediary metabolism, 

hormone secretion pathways and immune defense systems (Dieck et al., 2003) [6]. It can be 

supplemented in feed as inorganic (Zinc Sulphate, Zinc Oxide, etc.), organic (Zinc methionine, 

Zinc Proteinate, etc.) and nano forms. The sulphate form is highly water soluble, allowing 

reactive metal ions to promote free radical formation that can lead to the breakdown of 

nutrients and ultimately results in degradation of fats and oils, decreasing the nutrient value of 

the diet. The most supplemental form of Zinc (80 to 90%) is ZnO as oxide form and it is less 

reactive, but it is less bioavailable for poultry than reagent-grade or feed-grade Zn sulphate 

(Sandoval et al., 1997) [16]. 

Excess dietary inorganic Zn required for poultry growth, but high-Zn residues in the excreta 

negatively impact the environment (Leeson and Caston, 2008) [10]. Organic Zn sources, i.e., Zn 

methionine and Zn proteinate, has been shown to have a higher bioavailability than inorganic 

Zn sources and can replace them at lower doses without negative impact on either poultry 

production or the environment, despite some reports showing inconsistent findings regarding 

the comparative efficacy of both Zn sources for production and metabolic indices (El-Hack et 

al., 2017) [7]. The bioavailability of organic zinc is higher than that of inorganic zinc, but the 

application of organic zinc in animal feed is limited due to its higher cost (Zhao et al., 2014) 

[20]. 

Nano form of minerals increase the surface area interaction with biological agents and improve 

bioavailability of the minerals, thereby lowers the effective dose of minerals. This study was 

conducted to investigate the characteristics of the nano zinc oxide (nZnO) produced by 

physical method.  
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2. Material and Methods 

2.1 Synthesis of nano zinc oxide  

The ball milling technique is the physical method of 

synthesizing nanoparticles through top-down approach in 

which planetary ball mill is used to reduce the particle size 

(Rajendran et al., 2013) [12]. Inorganic ZnO was utilized for 

the preparation of nZnO. The amount of inorganic ZnO used, 

duration of grinding, number and diameter of balls used in 

planetary ball mill were standardized as outlined by 

Amirkhanlou et al. (2012). Nano form of zinc oxide was 

prepared by grinding 6 grams of inorganic zinc oxide in 

zirconium jar of 50 ml capacity with fifty zirconium balls of 5 

mm diameter for 8 hours at the rate of 250 cycles per minute. 

Nanoparticle yield (%) was determined by dividing the 

nanomaterial obtained after grinding by quantity of mineral 

source used for grinding in the ball mill, multiplied by 100. 

 

2.2 Characterization of nZnO 

The synthesized nano zinc was diluted with milliQ water at 

the concentration of 1mg / ml, sonicated for 1 hour 15 

minutes and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm. The 

particle size of nano zinc was measured at 90˚ scattering angle 

by utilising disposable plastic cuvettes and zeta potential was 

measured in an electrode cell using particle size analyser 

(Horiba scientific nanoparticle SZ-100) based on photon 

correlation spectroscopy technique.  

Structural aspect of prepared nZnO nanoparticles was 

determined by X-Ray Diffraction technique using Rigaku-

Mini Flex-II Desktop X- ray Diffractometer as explained by 

Theivasanthi and Alagar (2010) [18]. The surface chemistry 

and functional group was investigated using Fourier 

Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy according to the 

method of Chattopadhyay et al. (2014) [4]. The transmission 

electron microscopy was used to determine the size and shape 

of the synthesized zinc nanoparticles, following the approach 

of Bisht et al. (2005) [3]. Using a micro pipette, one drop of 

1% phosphotungstic acid was combined with two drops of 

aqueous nanoparticles dispersion on a parafilm. A copper grid 

was laid over the liquids' surface and left for 2 minutes. The 

extra fluid was absorbed using tissue paper once the copper 

grid was lifted. The copper grid was air dried at 37 °C in an 

incubator. The dried copper grid was viewed under 

transmission electron microscope (HT7800 RuliTEM). 

 

3. Result and Discussion 
The ball milling process used in the preparation of the ZnO 

nanoparticles below 100 nm, as determined by particle size 

analysis, XRD and TEM. The product yield of nZnO 

produced by physical method is 96.87%. 

 

3.1 Particle size analysis and Zeta potential 

Particle size distribution of synthesized nano ZnO is depicted 

in Figure 1. The particle size of the nano ZnO is measured by 

technique dynamic light scattering (DLS).  

DLS technique, also known as photon correlation 

spectroscopy, is a fast and relatively affordable tool to 

determine the mean size and size distribution of a 

nanoparticle sample as stated by Lu et al. (2017) [11]. The 

nano-particle size of ZnO under this study was found to be 

88.3 nm. Similar to the present findings, Balamurugan et al. 

(2015) [2] produced the nano zinc oxide with average particle 

size of 13.07 nm by using ball milling technique. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Particle size distribution of synthesized nano ZnO 

 

The Zeta potential value of nano ZnO is depicted in Figure 2. 

Zeta potential is an essential parameter to study the stability 

of the nanoparticles. In our study, the zeta potential of 

synthesized nano zinc oxide was -26.9 mV. Xu (2012) [19] and 

Clogston and Patri (2011) [5] suggested that the zeta potential 

of +30 to-30 mV considered to have high degree of stability 

in anionic and cationic nano-particles. The similar finding 

was observed by Reda et al. (2021) [13] who found that the 

zeta potential of nano zinc oxide was - 28.7 mV. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Zeta potential of nano ZnO 

 

XRD analysis 

It was performed to check the particle size, purity and 

crystallinity of the nanoparticles. The typical XRD pattern of 

synthesized nZnO is depicted in the figure 3. The sharp 

diffraction peaks indicates that zinc oxide nanoparticles have 

high crystallinity. No other characteristic peaks were detected 

which confirmed that the synthesized nZnO was free of 

impurities. Similar finding was reported by Sadraei (2016) [14], 

the sharp diffraction peaks indicated the high crystallinity of 

nanoparticles and all diffraction peaks in the pattern indexed 

the hexagonal shape. 

The average particle size has been estimated by using Debye-

Scherrer formula 

 

 
 

Where ‘λ’ is wave length of X-Ray (0.1541 nm), ‘β’ is 

FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum), ‘θ’ is the diffraction 

angle and ‘D’ is particle diameter size. The particle size 

obtained from the study was 26.42 nm. The present results of 
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the study are in agreement with Talam et al. (2012) [17] who 

derived the average particle size of nZnO was 16.21 nm using 

the Debye-Scherrer formula. 

In our study, the diffraction peaks produced by nZnO were 

observed at 31.93°, 34.58°, 36.41°, 47.70°, 56.75°, 63.01°, 

66.55° and 69.26° indexed as hexagonal wurtzite phase of 

ZnO and similar results was also reported by Jayarambabu et 

al. (2014) [9]. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Powder XRD patterns of ZnO  

 

FITR 

The FTIR spectrum of synthesized nano particle source of 

ZnO is depicted in figure 4. The peaks indicate the 

characteristics functional group present in the synthesized 

zinc oxide nanoparticles. The FTIR spectrum of synthesized 

nanoparticles source of zinc revealed well-defined peaks at 

around 552.30, 868.68, 983.29, 1625.92, 2851.85, 2923.48 

and 3437.18cm-1. The absorption peak at 552.30 cm-1 

corresponds to metal-oxygen (ZnO stretching vibrations) 

vibration mode. The peaks at 2923.8 cm-1 and 3437.18 cm-1 

are ascribed to the stretching vibration of hydroxyl 

compounds. The observed FTIR results confirmed that 

synthesized zinc nanoparticle was without any significant 

impurities. Jayarambabu et al. (2014) [9], who synthesized the 

ZnO nanoparticle from mungbean seeds, are in support of our 

present study. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: FTIR spectra of synthesized nano ZnO 

 

TEM 

TEM image of synthesized nZnO is depicted in the figure 5. 

The size of nano ZnO particle was analysed by TEM which 

was in the range of 20-30 nm. Similarly, Salah et al. (2011) 

[15] who investigated the particle size of nano zinc oxide 

synthesized by high energy ball milling of 10 gm zinc oxide 

with 5 balls for 50 hours contains ultrafine particles of sizes in 

the range 20-30 nm. Habib et al. (2009) [8] synthesized nano 

zinc oxide using high energy ball milling method and 

observed the TEM image was in the range of 5 to 10 nm, 

whereas the diameter of the nanoclusters is of several tens of 

nanometers. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: TEM micrographs of synthesized nano ZnO 

 

Conclusion 
ZnO nanoparticles have been prepared by using ball milling 

technique and were characterized by DLS, Zeta potential 

value, XRD, FTIR and TEM. XRD and TEM results 

confirmed the nanostructures for the prepared ZnO 

nanoparticles. 

Nano zinc oxide synthesized by ball milling method had all 

the requisite characteristics of nanoparticles. So, it can be 

used as alternative to inorganic or organic form of zinc oxide 

in the poultry feed to increase the bioavailability and lowers 

the use of inorganic form, which affects the environment. 
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